The Illuminati & Witchcraft

(From tape recorded Lectures by John Todd, Ex-Grand Druid Witch, at Bible Baptist Church, Elkton,
Md., USA, Fall 1978)

I COME FROM A FAMILY CALLED THE COLLINS. Some of them on this side of the Atlantic Ocean
from England have changed their name to Todd back prior to the Civil War. That’s not to say that all
Collins are Todds or the family that I came from, but this family brought Witchcraft to the United States.
WE EVEN WENT AS FAR AS TO SAY THAT WITCHCRAFT STARTED OUTSIDE OF SALEM,
MASSACHUSETTS, and EVEN NAMED THE BAY THAT THE WITCHES LANDED AT that they named
after the head witch, my ancestor, Frances Collins, and the newspaper said that place didn’t exist. It
exists. We looked at the map and it was still there! We don’t quite understand quite what they were up to,
but I guess they confused enough people to disregard it. We were wondering when people were going to
get around to this, but anyway, I came from the Collins Family.
LET ME QUICKLY REMIND YOU, NO WITCHES WERE EXECUTED IN SALEM. There will be a book
coming out shortly on this from Chick Publications. Except for one prostitute, everybody executed in
Salem were Christians, and they were tried and convicted by a jury and by a pastor who was not a pastor
but a slave trader hired by the Collins. The church was built by the Collins and the jury was all members
of the Collins’ church. Needles to say, they weren’t Christians, they were Witches. We went back there
and researched it!
AFTER THAT AT 18 I WAS INITIATED A HIGH PRIEST. This made me the ruling pastor, more or less.
You see in Witchcraft, church is a little different, only the ministers meet, and they meet once a month.
The congregation doesn’t even know who is in it. They only go to their particular priest and ask for a
favor, they never come together. But at 18 I was made the High Priest.
THAT MADE ME DRAFT-EXEMPT FROM THE U.S. ARMY OR FROM THE U.S. MILITARY SERVICE,
because all of the denominations or Brotherhoods of Witchcraft are Federally recognized tax deductible
churches and therefore their ministers do not have to serve! I stayed 4-D status, but a lot of us at that
time thought it was important to get Witchcraft started at the different military bases, so we enlisted
anyway, and that was in 1968.
WHEN I WAS DISCHARGED IN 1970 THERE WAS A COVEN IN EVERY MILITARY BASE IN THE
UNITED STATES and EUROPE IN ALL FOUR BRANCHES OF THE SERVICE! So it grows very
quickly. But I served Vietnam, flew back and re-enlisted for six years and served 30 days of my six-year
term, went to Germany for that time. And up until this time I thought Witchcraft was just like being a
Baptist or being a Catholic, it was a religion. I didn’t realize there was anything to it except Witchcraft,
and this is where most Witches are at. In fact at this time I believed in a godhead system of gods and
goddesses and believed in it very devoutly, I’d been raised in it all my life. I believed in the psychic
powers and that’s all I believed in.
–A PERSON WHOSE BOOKS I HAD READ and WHO I HAD THOUGHT WAS ONE OF THE
GREATEST WIZARDS, MALE WITCHES, THAT HAD EVER LIVED, and I felt very privileged that I
could be staying with him learning more about Witchcraft from him. Now I gave his name–which I’m
going to give a minute–in Philadelphia last Sunday night. I even gave his job at the time that I was
staying with him, except the newspapers called the university that he was supposed to be working for and
the university denied he’d ever been there.
IT’S FUNNY, I EVEN SAT IN HIS CLASSES AT THE UNIVERSITY. They have a way of covering things
up. He has his own college now for Witches, and his name is Dr. Raymond Buckland, and at that time he

was head of the Anthropology Department at Columbia University, although Columbia University likes to
say that he never existed now.
BUT I LEARNED WITH HIM FOR AWHILE, LEARNED A LITTLE MORE IN MARYLAND, WENT TO
CALIFORNIA and STUDIED SOME MORE. During this process I began to learn what most Witches
don’t know, and that is that the gods they’ve been worshiping don’t exist, that they’re imitated by what we
call “familiar spirits” or spirit guides, demons–witches don’t call them demons, they like to call them
spirit guides–and that there is only one god and his name is Lucifer.
NOW THIS WAS A SHOCKING THING TO ME SINCE I WAS RAISED TO BELIEVE THAT THE DEVIL
DIDN’T EXIST. You see witches aren’t Satanists, they don’t believe in Satan, and I was quickly explained
to that Lucifer was a good god and not an evil god, and that Jesus was the imitator. So I learned, and I
learned many things, both of Witchcraft, and I also learned why the Senators and Politicians were there!
There is no reason to have fear in your heart.
There is nothing to be afraid of when it comes to the devil; He was defeated 2,000 years ago!
I learned what most witches don’t know & that the gods they worship are demons. They like to call them
spirit guides–& that there is only one god & his name is Lucifer.
I was explained to that Lucifer was a good god & not an evil god, & that Jesus was the imitator.
We were the religion of a political organization called the Illuminati. The seal of the Illuminati says:
”This New Order that began 1776”—not the 4th of July , but May 1st,1776, the creation day of the
Illuminati.
On the top of each pyramid you will see a capstone with an eye in it. The capstone is the Rothschild
Family or Tribunal that rules the Illuminati; they were the creators of it. The eye is Lucifer, their god &
their voice. The top block is the Council of 13 called the Grand Druid Council. They only take orders
from the Rothschild’s. They’re their private priesthood. The Council of 33 is directly under them, that is
the 33 highest Masons in the world. Then the Council of 500, some of the richest people in the World.
The Golden Dawn is the Rothschild’s private coven. The Aquarian Art Festival is the organization that
ties all the Occult Brotherhood together.
The national Council of churches, the Satanic Brotherhood of America, scientology, unity, is the main
platform for witches to be speakers at towards what they consider to be Christian people. The Church of
Wicca is another denomination.
The process church of Final Judgment is a church which Charles Manson belonged to. They believe in
human sacrifice & they believe that the only answer to Christianity is to bomb the churches & execute the
Christians.
The Garnarian Brotherhood is the traditional witchcraft in England. The Order of Rosicrucian’s is a
sacrifice order. And the Holy Order of Garter is another traditional English Witchcraft group.
The Trilateral Council is the Inner Council of the Council of Foreign Relations, which is the American
name for the Illuminati. They are not there without full knowledge & they are hand-picked by David
Rockefeller, the leader of the Illuminati in the United States.
Without the Sphinx the mystery of the Illuminati would have no power. This is were all the power comes
from. The head of it is the Rothschild family & the Council of 500. Under that; the Rockefellers,
DuPont’s, Kennedys, Onassis, & other families. Queen Juliana is also on the Council of 500. In the
centre is its heart, the Bank of England, the Bank of France the Federal Reserve Act, a stockholder
company owned by individuals. Much of the stock is owned by non-Americans. Many Banks & famous
corporations are owned or controlled by the Illuminati.
Housewives cannot shop without buying from a company that the Illuminati own, it is impossible.
(In 1966) Phillip Rothschild ordered one of his mistresses to write an 1100-page book that would
describe to all witches how they would take control of the World through the Illuminati: It’s called “Atlas

Shrugs”. She spent a third of the book describing how they would raise the oil prices & then later destroy
the oil fields & then they would completely shut down the coal.
Their sole purpose is to bankrupt their own companies & destroy their own companies until they
destroyed the currency of the whole World, & still be so financially strong they would withstand it!
The Grand Druids meet eight times a year on the Witches’ Sabbath at various locations in the world. The
Grand Druid Council is nothing but glorified bankers, they write million of dollars worth of cheques to
people in political & religious fields every month.
Even though I was part of setting up a World Government, I never took it seriously until we opened two
letters:
In the first one was a chart that listed a plan for a World take-over.
The other letter said: “We have found a man whom we believe to be the son of Lucifer. We believe that
through his works & our backings he can become ruler of this World, stop all wars, & bring peace,
finally, to this war-stricken World.”
We had found a person so fantastically-powered that he could convince people he was their only
salvation, in Christian terms, demon-possessed like nobody had ever seen! (Jn.2:18, Rev.13.)
The cornerstone of the whole floor of witchcraft is that you cannot mix a potion; you cannot do a rite
without a firm knowledge of astrology. It is the base for all practices in Witchcraft, & one of its teachings
is that you are born a set personality & there is nothing you can do to change from that set personality.
You don’t leave witchcraft. Once you’re in, you’re in!
The greatest Wizard that that ever lived was King Solomon. As great as his writings were in our Bible,
they were as great in the Witchcraft bibles: initiation rites, how to conjure demons up, everything, even
how to commit human sacrifices are writings that he created.
The Star of David has just recently been called the star of David. For thousands of years it was called the
Hexagram or the Crest of Solomon. Now when a witch wants to practice witchcraft, she’ll get in a
pentagram, that’s the five pointed star in the circle, their strongest form of protection. Then they will lay
this six pointed star, or hexagram — which means “to hex” or to cast black magic or to put a spell on
somebody – they’ll put it in a circle on the floor & this will cause the demons to appear at their
instructions. It is the most evil sign of witchcraft. It’s dangerous to have it.
The pentagram, the pinnacle with the one point up, means Witchcraft; two points up means demonworship or Satanism. A two points up, five-pointed star symbolizes the goat head, which is representative
of the devil.
The Ankh means that you despise virginity, believe in fertility rites, practice fertility rites & worship the
sun god Ra, the Egyptian name for Lucifer.
The peace symbol is the broken cross. If a Christian wants to join Witchcraft, they would have to take a
ceramic cross & turn it upside-down & break the cross bars down, symbolizing their rejection of Calvary.
This is said to bring you peace of mind while you practice Witchcraft, that’s where it got the word “Peace
Symbol” comes from.
They are in the process of a Trial-&-Error right now, & they test things. They tested what it would be like
to be without fuel to heat homes. They are going to see if they can’t starve you, absolutely shut all
electricity off.
The timetable in the book “Atlas Shrug” ended with this: “When the Lights of New York City go out for
the last time, we will have the World.”
Towards the end they are going to cut the cities off completely, nothing will move for months. They are in
the process of destroying all stored food & farmland, so that we will be without any food in the cities or
in the country or anywhere except what is in the Federal storehouses. Nothing is going to move at all. If
you live in a big city, how are you going to get your food if they don’t bring it to you? Everything will be
paralyzed, nothing will move. At the same time there will be riot & revolution in the whole World.
Charles Manson went to prison for a reason.

There is a mass army within every prison from coast to coast, he has them united. He has been gathering
an army & the one thing that will hold their plan up is if they don’t get the gun law passed. They have
been promised that all the guns will be confiscated before they make their move.
They have been set up just so they will kill one million people & I will leave it to your imagination who is
scheduled to be killed. This is just so that they can get the National Guard called out.
The whole thing is, if you can be independent of Federal help, their plan won’t work. You must be
dependent on the Federal Government for every bite of food, every warmth that you feel coming through
your homes. You must be dependent on them.
The Communist Party is run by Illuminati, not communists. In 1776, Adrian Pike – The head of the
Illuminati, also head of the Masons at the time – Said that they needed to create a political party that
would frighten the World & keep it fighting with each other until they could bring peace to the World —
& then Karl Marx showed up. Now if you go to the British Museum, you can find two cheques for several
thousand pounds made out to Karl Marx, signed by Nathan Rothschild. I can go into how Lenin &
Troisky stayed at the Krupp mansion in New York, financed by Rockefeller & Krupp & Swifts:
How they put four million dollars worth of Jacob Swift’s gold to finance the revolution, sailed from New
York Harbour where their ship was confiscated by the British Government as it tried to run a blockade
during WW1 &Woodrow Wilson called & ordered their release so America wouldn’t go into the War &
they were sent on their way.
Involved Organizations:
B’nai B’rith; American Civil Liberties Union; the Scottish Rites; the New York Rites; the Jaycees; the
Junior Chamber of Commerce; the Masonic Lodges; the Knights of Columbus; the Knights of
Philistinism & the Odd fellows.
Its leaders use these Organizations for their purposes that does not mean that the members of those
organizations know what’s going on.
The 33rd Level Masons consider Jesus to be the impersonator & the true god is Lucifer.
Tarot Cards: Every drawing means something & the demons control how they fall, nothing in Witchcraft
is ever 100% accurate.
The Illuminati will use Israel to gain control of the World.
The only thing the Illuminati fear is an independent person who can live, eat, sleep, stay warm & defend
themselves separate from Federal help. They have never been this organized.
Is Rock music an outgrowth of Witchcraft? You can’t practice Witchcraft without it!!!!
Most of the rock groups are members of a Witchcraft Church, that’s their religion, & when they do a song
they’ll ask the Witch coven or the temple to cast a spell over that song so that it will become a hit & sell.
When a witch casts a spell they order demons to do things.
When you buy an album it’s you who gets a free surprise …..It’s called a demon!
It goes along with the record.
Much of the music is written in Witch language by witches. Elton John has made the statement that he has
never written or sung a song that was not in Witch language. “Beyond the Yellow Brick Road” is 100%
Witch language. That’s why many songs, you don’t understand. That’s why many people who listen to
them don’t understand until they get high on drugs & then all of a sudden the meanings start coming to
them.
Many songs have been written in Witch language such as the whole album by Carol King called
“Tapestry”.
The book of prophecy to witches is the double white album that the Beatles produced containing the song
“Helter Skelter”. Every song in it is prophesied. Oh let’s see…”Horse With No Name”, “One Tin
Soldier”, I could list thousands of songs that were written this way. They definitely have demonic
influence behind them.
Have you noticed the increase of rebellion in teenagers in your home? It’s your fault; you let them listen
to it. It stirs up rebellion. It’s not the words in the song, it’s the music. Witches know it; they hit certain
chords on purpose.

The music is hypnotic. It stirs up a war-like nature in the young people.
It’s the truth: the supernatural is tied in with the music.
The most perfect description of Lucifer that ever existed is in the 28th chapter of Ezekiel in the King of
Tyrus. It describes Lucifer as being created with musical instruments imbedded in his body. He thinks
he’s god & therefore he must have music because gods must have music. (See also Isa.14:4-21)
I look into a person’s eyes when I talk to them. I want to know who I’m talking to & who I’m not talking
to. When you lived in a supernatural world & you have dealt with demons it’s no different when you spot
them in a person who’s professing to be a Christian who isn’t living the life.
A Christian can’t be possessed, but when you can no longer crucify the flesh, & it goes beyond just
crucifying the flesh, then it’s time to cast out the demon, through prayer & the blood & the name of Jesus
, just tell the devil to get out! We just have to say a prayer of rejection & we just take authority over them.
You are not a Christian because you say you’re born again, you’re a Christian if you have the fruit of the
Spirit. If it’s not there you’re going to grow up thorns & not apples.
I try to stay away from politics. I was very politically minded when I was a witch. I try to stay very
Christian-minded & you can’t do both.
Books written by Charles Finney who was saved out of the Masons & of the first man executed by the
Illuminati for betraying them, Captain Morgan, expose.
I don’t believe that Christians can have books written by witches in their libraries & get away with it.
Many conservative political organizations find the Illuminati in their journeys. It’s hard to fool around
with politics & history & not to see the conspiracy. But they look at this little thing over here,& they see a
war is happening, or they look over here at this little political movement & they miss the whole picture
because they look at it from the outside.
It’s impossible to look at the Illuminati from the outside unless you understand its structure.
Physical minds & computers can not come up with the Conspiracy as powerful & as direct, as workable,
that has hundreds of different little conspiracies off of it, that do not know that it’s all one big Conspiracy.
It’s impossible to do something like this without a supernatural direction.
The Prince & Power of the Air, They have Lucifer leading them. Ezekiel the 28th verse 11.
When Lucifer was created, he was the complete sum of all beauty & wisdom. God wasn’t created, but
never had a created creature ever been created with such beauty & such wisdom & that was Lucifer.
“The workmanship of thy tabrets & of thy pipes was prepared in thee in the day that thou wast
created.”—He was created with musical instruments imbedded in his body. He knows that to be a god he
is going to have to have music. You can’t be a god without music, so he has created his own music.
Witches don’t say “Witchcraft” & they don’t say “Witches , they say Practices or something like this, &
they say “the force”, they describe him as “the force”.
“Star Wars” is the biggest thing that Witchcraft has ever done to spread its doctrine. There’s nothing that
happens by accidents.
The Devil’s our accuser; he stands before the Throne of God constantly accusing us.
The covering angel before God’s Throne, covered with jewels. And when God’s light shone
Through him it was like a prism, it changed the colours to where they come out, & colours are extremely
important to the Devil. Everything he does is in colours, without them nothing happens.
Fight him really heard & I guarantee you that he’ll show up in your life. He’ll pay you a visit & say hi! If
you start fighting the Devil & if he doesn’t show up, he’ll send somebody to pay you a visit. The Devil can
only interfere in a Christian’s life through several things.
If you fear him he can come in because you worshiped him, if you own something that belongs to him,
jewelry, books on the occult, astrology and things that were actually created by the Devil, such as Rock
music. Without it witches don’t function.
When witches do a book, they do a spell over the manuscript & they command demons which are under
their authority to enter every manuscript that comes off the press, every copy of that book. So when you
buy that book you get a little free gift, like when you open a little Cracker Jacks box & there’s a little
trinket in there. Well, you get a free demon, free of charge.

Most of the Rock groups do the same thing, this is why records zoom to the charts, you get free of charge
your own private demon. You are responsible for the articles in your home, ‘cause you are the head of the
house. Maybe that’s why your finances are messed up! Maybe that’s why you & your kids are sick once in
a while & you shouldn’t be.
How much credit do I give the Devil for sickness? “All of it, lock, stock & barrel!”
There are seven principalities in the Devil’s Kingdom.
There’s Satan & there’s Baalzebub, his prince. Under that are the seven principalities, & under the
principalities are the powers,& under the powers, billions of demons. The seven principalities are as
follows:
Rege which is the principality of the occult. ( Deuteronomy 18 )
When a woman is pregnant somebody will get a medallion & swing it over their hand and say, “Let’s see
if you’re going to have a girl or a boy”. – That’s called divination; you might gain troubles from it by
allowing it to happen
The difference between Witchcraft & Sorcery is: Sorcery is the use of certain occult drugs.
Timothy Leary said in his book on LSD, “You’re not hallucinating when you take acid. Acid is blocking
the physical senses out so that you can see the supernatural World!”
The next one is Lazers, sexual lust..
After Lazers, is Bacchus, The roman god of wine, he’s the principalities of addiction & he doesn’t care
what you feed him, just as long as you are addicted to it. Food & caffeine, alcohol, cigarettes & drugs as
when you’ve got to have it & you use it as a solution to your problems. ”I gotta have my cup of coffee!”
Next Pan. Pan says, “What fools the mortals be”. Pan is the principality of the mind, this is the Devil’s
favourite playground, the soul the mind. We run into Pan more than in any other demon, because of the
demon of rejection that he is over. This is the base for sexual problems, drug problems, & occult
problems. They pick this demon up when they’re a child, sometimes even before they’re even born, & they
carry this thing that opens them up to other demons, trying to feed & fulfill the demon that’s driving them
from within.
He’s also over neuralgia, depression, suicide, schizophrenia, paranoia, all the mental illnesses. This is
why people with rejection problems have deep depression, they try & kill themselves, they’re nervous all
the time.
The next one is Set. The principality of death! He was the Egyptian god of the underworld. Set is over all
sicknesses, (there are 39 major illnesses) & the occult credits him with 39 powers. And it’s interesting
that it’s believed that Christ took 39 stripes for our healing.
The seventh one does not have a name because witches don’t use it. They call it a Christian principality,
it’s called the principality of contentment, and you can feel the power, the principality in the air of
contentment.
Describing Lucifer; I’ve seen him sit down at tables at meals. I’ve seen him even have sexual
relationships with women at higher Witchcraft meetings.
He appeared about seven feet tall, usually clothed in deep purple, sometimes in red, sometimes in gold, —
purple & gold.
After I got saved, he showed up as Satan, clothed in black & not just handsome, but beautiful.
Jet black hair, snow white skin, & the colour of his eyes, instead of blue, brown or whatever, were a deep
violet, almost of deep purple. And when you looked in them, it was like looking down into the Grand
Canyon. It’s just like a pit that’s just bottomless, this power! And believe me, if he appears to you, you’d
know you were in his presence!
On to the physical Kingdom, the Illuminati means “The Bearers of Light”. Call it the Great Conspiracy,
call it “Moriah”, which means “The Conquering Wind”; call it the CFR, it is still the Illuminati.
Its official birthday is May 1st 1776. May 1st is the holiest day because it is Beltane, (Witches’) New
Years Day, & all things begin on Beltane. It’s the day Lucifer comes back from the underworld & dwells
in the skies above, according to the witches.
Witches call themselves pagans because they believe in “pre-Christian religion”.

The structure is three pyramids, each one bigger than the next, on all of them the Capstone.
The first pyramid is “Organization”, you’ll find the Masons here, the Grand Lodges of the Orient, which
is where the Illuminati started. The Scottish Rites , the York Rites, the Odd fellows, the Jaycees, any
organization that is secret, that has an inner group besides the outer group, as long as it is not directly
occultism. B’nai B’rith (the Jewish laymen’s org.), a very powerful Illuminati organization. They couldn’t
be doing what they are doing today
without B’nai B’rith.
The Civil Liberties Union, also a new one, created by the man that is actually the brain of the Illuminati
today, Isaac Bonovitz, the Aquarian Anti-defamation League, it’s the ant defamation league to the Occult,
(which also attacks anyone who criticizes the Jews or Israel, accusing them of “anti-Semitism”).
At the top of every pyramid you will find the World Banking System, it’s a counsel of the 500 richest
people in the World, in existence for hundreds of years. David Rockefeller, Nelson Rockefeller, Phillip &
Edward Rothschild, in fact all the Rothschild’s.
Next is the Council of 33, the 33 highest Masons in the World. After that is the Council of 13, the Grand
Druid Council, this is what I sat on. After that there’s a Capstone, the Rothschild’s Tribunal – Edward,
Phillip & Richard are the ones that sitting up in the Rothschild’s Tribunal now. In it is the leader of the
Illuminati: the all-seeing eye, Lucifer!
The T.V. uses Witchcraft symbols, they put the symbols on their store names. You probably shop with
Satan. There isn’t one oil company that you can buy your gasoline at today that’s not owned 100% by
Illuminati stockholders.
A plan of World Rule will never take effect if you’re independent of that World Rule, you must function
within them for every bit of food & every drop of gasoline. The Illuminati is scared of every privateowned gun, it’s the only threat to them.
The Beatles are classified in the occult world as the four Major Prophets; their White Double Album is
considered the Book of Revelation to Witches. That & “Atlas Shrugs”. In it is a song called “Helter
Skelter”. It meant a time when the pit would be open & the demons would be set free & the World would
get insane in a less than 24-hour period & they’d be killing everybody – their next door neighbors, their
kids, their wife, everything! The World would just go completely mass insane overnight.
Charles Manson went to jail because in the seven years that he’s been in he has organized from his jail
cell every prison across the U.S.. They’re waiting for a time when the World will go completely insane &
they’ll flood out of the prisons & they firmly believe that they will take over this country. When Manson
gets out & “Helter Skelter” starts, in the first year, one million U.S. citizens are marked for death.
Nothing is going to move. If this happens, how soon would you die on your feet? Most cities would tell
you within two weeks everybody would be starving. That’s all the food there is in their storehouses.
“Atlas Shrugs”, was supposedly a novel, written by one of Phillip Rothschild’s girlfriends at his
instructions. It is a coded book for witches that tell how they are to gain control of the World. In this book
there is sort of a parable about New York City, New York City is more or less the World. When everything
was shut down, then the lights went out for good.
The Dollar sign is a Witchcraft symbol that means “to control & to scourge”, it’s 6,000 years old. Isaac
Bonovitz says that “through this symbol we will now rule & control the World”, & the book ends. In the
book, all the way through, Businessmen that belong to these Organizations purposely bankrupt or destroy
their businesses so there aren’t any businesses, & they drive the others out of business. And all the way
through they use the battle plan called “the presence from below & the presence from above”. Anybody
that’s studied Communism knows the same plan. That means the Devil must destroy all the regulations &
the banker do it this way, & guess who’s in the middle? — Us!
Curtis B. Dall / (Board Chairman of “Liberty Lobby”, Publisher of “The Spotlight”) (Excerpts from
letters, April & May 1979):
“Being reasonable well informed on the powers which are at work to influence our domestic and foreign
policies, for their objectives, – having been with Liberty Lobby for over 19 years, on Capitol Hill – I am

greatly shocked by the ineptitude & downright ignorance of many alleged Christian leaders in this
country, in observing how they “pick
on” John Todd, instead to steer him constructively in the religious field. Most of these preachers haven’t
the faintest idea of the contribution John Todd has made to his fellow Americans by revealing the secret
power structure of the Rothschild Complex, who look to Lucifer for guidance, the Illuminati.
Most any High School student can grasp the fact that the power of the Occult, or the Witchcraft, plus the
power of Evil ( The Illuminati ) exert a most powerful influence upon our economic and political policies.
Obviously, his powerful enemies are leaving no stone unturned to silence him, which regrettably might
well be expected!
The majority of his Ministers, Pastors, Priests, have been heavily indoctrinated and are woefully
uninformed, misinformed, or bribed! Todd created powerful, unrelenting enemies when he defected from
“ The Royal Family”, – “The Grand Druid Council of 13”!
The enemies of John Todd have marshaled all the powerful “tools”, at their disposal to attack, neutralize
or destroy him in order to protect themselves and their image, – certainly not to advance Christianity! –
The usual technique employed by the Enemy in retaliation in respect to somebody who has exposed some
of their secret operations!
The Religious Area is the one in which they prefer to operate, along with plenty of money, artfully
supplied to grease-the-wheels. Apparently they feel that Todd must be thoroughly discredited, silenced, or
even assassinated!”
The End

